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John F. Padgett is professor of Political Science at the 

University of Chicago, with U of C courtesy appointments 

also in the Sociology and History departments. In the past, 

he has held professorial appointments at Harvard Universi-

ty in Sociology, at the University of Trento in Economics, 

and at the Santa Fe Institute. Padgett also has held visiting 

appointments at the Princeton Institute for Advanced 

Study, the European University Institute, Villa I Tatti, the 

Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences, and 

at the Italian universities of IMT-Lucca, Bocconi, Bologna, 

and Modena. Appearances notwithstanding, he comes 

from tobacco country in rural Maryland.  

jpadgett@uchicago.edu  

1 You have been trained as an 1 You have been trained as an 1 You have been trained as an 1 You have been trained as an eeeengngngngiiiineer. neer. neer. neer. 
How did you get to work on Florentine How did you get to work on Florentine How did you get to work on Florentine How did you get to work on Florentine 
Renaissance?Renaissance?Renaissance?Renaissance?    

My career trajectory from electrical engineering to the Flor-

entine Renaissance has been detailed in a number of short 

articles on my website: home.uchicago.edu/~jpadgett. In 

particular, the 1998 Santa Fe Institute profile posted there is 

amusing – no doubt because it was written by someone 

who writes better than I do. In brief, the explanation of my 

unusual biographical turn is twofold: (1) First, the Vietnam 

War led me to reevaluate as immoral my otherwise interest-

ing undergraduate summer employment, which was design-

ing and building (sonar systems in) nuclear submarines. A 

series of “do good” political activist jobs following that 

disillusionment eventually led to my post-undergraduate 

work for the mayor of downtrodden Trenton, New Jersey. 

There, Princeton University scales fell from my eyes. Life up 

close, I found, was very different than what my professors 

and I had imagined it to be in the classroom. (2) Second, I 

co-taught with Harrison White for four years during my 

first academic job at Harvard University. Harrison taught 

me not about “network analysis” per se but more power-

fully about his structuralist-cum-constructivist worldview. 

Woody Powell and I in our recent book, The Emergence of 

Organizations and Markets, have codified that Harrison 

White vision as “In the short run, actors make relations, 

but in the long run, relations make actors.” The second 

half of that mantra blew my methodologically individualist 

mind, which had been molded at Michigan graduate 

school by the writings of Herbert Simon. Instead of one 

worldview, I now had two competing worldviews in my 

single boundedly rational head, contentiously and vibrantly 

debating each other. Harrison taught and theorized induc-

tively, not deductively. He didn’t teach other peoples’ theo-

ries; instead he trained his students (and me) to build their 

own. With my own diverse students, I have tried to do the 

same. Harrison and I tore through history book after histo-

ry book, always looking for rich and deeply studied empiri-

cal foundations with which to challenge our own priors 

and to demand us to think. Books, Harrison always said, 

were to eat – not politely but voraciously, tearing them 

apart with multicolored scribbles throughout. Harrison 

never read anything I am aware of about Renaissance 

Florence, but he infected me with a passion for history that 

I had never experienced before. “History” in Harrison’s 

non-historian hands did not mean the (dry) past. It meant 

social dynamics that constructed and reconstructed itself, 

ever afresh. (3) I guess I should add the final step: I contin-

ued to pursue the Harrison White agenda at Chicago 

through teaching. Florence in specific emerged out of 

teaching a comparative-history course for “fun,” once that 

teaching made me aware of just how rich those Florentine 

archives really were – if only I could learn to tap into them. 

Getting tenure on the basis of my Michigan-style formal 

modeling freed me up to “waste” the time necessary be-

latedly to acquire hitherto missing linguistic and archival 

skills. 

2 How was your work received in the 2 How was your work received in the 2 How was your work received in the 2 How was your work received in the 
cocococommunity of historians working on the mmunity of historians working on the mmunity of historians working on the mmunity of historians working on the 
quattrocento? What was the most exotic quattrocento? What was the most exotic quattrocento? What was the most exotic quattrocento? What was the most exotic 
dimensions: the quantitative aspect of dimensions: the quantitative aspect of dimensions: the quantitative aspect of dimensions: the quantitative aspect of 
your work, orits sociological dimension?your work, orits sociological dimension?your work, orits sociological dimension?your work, orits sociological dimension?    

Historians I respect as a very persnickety bunch. They are 

not easy for social scientists to get to know, mostly be-

cause historians assume that social scientists do not know 

what we talking about. And mostly they are right. The 

austere reductionism of generalizing models and the rich 

contextualism of particularizing narratives truly are in deep 

tension. [I am currently creating a Working Group on His-

tory and Evolution at the Social Science Research Council 

in New York to further pursue this conversation and ten-

sion.] The saving grace from epistemological fog, however, 

for most traditional historians is simple – how many hours 

have you spent at the archives? When I first started study-

ing Renaissance Florence, I was quite irritated that only one 

historian, David Herlihy (bless his deceased soul), would 

talk to me. Everyone else thought I was a naïve idiot, 

which of course I was. After three hot summers of tedious 

labor in the Florentine archives, however, people noticed 

that I was not going away. They must have gossiped be-
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hind my back enough to start to go to lunch with me. They 

all knew my Robust Action article in Sociology, but still 

never considered me a bona fide historian until I started to 

publish in history journals (Renaissance Quarterly and Jour-

nal of Modern History). Historians make you earn their 

respect, and my work is the better for it. To answer your 

question directly: The “sociological dimension” is not in-

comprehensible to historians, because they know about 

social history. The “quantitative aspect” is also not incon-

ceivable to them either, because some of them anyway are 

aware of demographic and economic history and the An-

nales school. These two features are often considered out 

of date, since the history profession as a whole made its 

“cultural turn” in the 1980s. The real barrier is not those 

two features; the real problem is the social-science aspira-

tion for “theory” in general. I try to argue as vigorously 

with my social science colleagues as with my history col-

leagues that “theory” should not be conceptualized as 

deterministic “laws” – since I too would oppose “theory” 

if that is what it meant. “Theory” should be conceptual-

ized as “searching for generative processes” not as 

“searching for prediction.” In my Santa Fe Institute world, 

this is science as a biologist would define it, not science as 

a physicist would define it. I self-consciously persist in my 

stubborn naivete that others likewise will come to see this 

lack of contradiction between science and history, if only I 

can prove it to them not through hand waving but 

through real research. 

3 You carry an important theoretical 3 You carry an important theoretical 3 You carry an important theoretical 3 You carry an important theoretical 
enterprises, enterprises, enterprises, enterprises, in parrallel to your in parrallel to your in parrallel to your in parrallel to your 
florentine job: is Florence just an florentine job: is Florence just an florentine job: is Florence just an florentine job: is Florence just an 
empirical setting to test your theoretical empirical setting to test your theoretical empirical setting to test your theoretical empirical setting to test your theoretical 
asumptions, or does it carry its own asumptions, or does it carry its own asumptions, or does it carry its own asumptions, or does it carry its own 
autonomous agenda?autonomous agenda?autonomous agenda?autonomous agenda?    

The Padgett and Powell book definitely presents Florence 

in the first rhetorical style – “just” as one among many 

cases that illustrate the theory. But that presentational style 

is misleading. I studied and published about Florence long 

before I ever heard about autocatalysis. In biographical fact 

the autocatalysis and multiple network theory in that book 

inductively emerged out of Florence. Or in deference to my 

co-author, I should say the theory in that book inductively 

emerged out of our two primordial cases of Florence and 

biotechnology. Because of this induction, Florence and 

biotechnology cannot be considered “tests” of the theory 

– the theory itself was generated by them! Rather all the 

other empirical cases in the book – ranging from medieval 

Tuscany to early modern Amsterdam to nineteenth-century 

Germany to twentieth- century Soviet Union and China – 

should be considered “tests” of the theory. My next book 

will be written in a more narrative manner – namely, un-

derstanding the co-evolution of Florence networks and 

institutions on their own terms. “On its own terms,” how-

ever, does not mean “with no theoretical assumptions.” 

Any interpretation requires theoretical assumptions, explic-

itly stated or not. Most historians I know agree with this; 

they are not mere antiquarian collectors of curious bau-

bles. 

4 How would you describe the typical 4 How would you describe the typical 4 How would you describe the typical 4 How would you describe the typical 
relationships relationships relationships relationships historians and sociologists historians and sociologists historians and sociologists historians and sociologists 
carry with economics?carry with economics?carry with economics?carry with economics?    

Here is the other side of my world – talking not just with 

“complexifying” historians but also with “simplifying” 

modelers like economists and physicists. My interaction 

with economists has been heavily structured by the two 

lodestars of my training: Herbert Simon and Harrison 

White. In other words, to the extent that economists are 

interested in and tolerant of bounded rationality, not just 

in perfect rationality, and to the extent that economists are 

interested in dynamics, not just in fixed- point equilibria, I 

find interaction with them valuable and provocative. The 

mental discipline that comes from formalization is power-

ful for sharpening questions and thinking through compli-

cated causal chains. The engineer still in me likes that. 

Unfortunately those are not the two types of economists 

that I mostly find in my home environment at the Universi-

ty of Chicago. Because of a shared interest in either evolu-

tion or behavioral economics, my experience with econo-

mists at the Santa Fe Institute and at the various Italian 

universities with which I have been affiliated has been 

more cooperative than it has been at home. Speaking 

beyond my personal experience, the “social capital” ap-

proach to networks is a third front for possible fruitful 

interaction between economists and historically oriented 

social scientists. That approach in my mind is just fine for 

“in the short run, actors make relations,” but it is quite 

weak for “in the long run, relations make actors.” This 

important difference in temporal perspective, however, 

surely does not foreclose valuable potential synergies. Add 

dynamics and more such synergies might develop in the 

future than have emerged to date. 
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5 How and why would you advise a 5 How and why would you advise a 5 How and why would you advise a 5 How and why would you advise a 
junior researcher junior researcher junior researcher junior researcher in economic sociology in economic sociology in economic sociology in economic sociology 
to work with historians?to work with historians?to work with historians?to work with historians?    

As for why: Because this is the goal of science – not only 

deep data, data, data, but also deep process, process, 

process. Appearances notwithstanding, I am convinced 

that the substantive goals of hard scientists and historians 

are really the same – namely “to explain” means to under-

stand the generative processes that produced the outcome 

of interest. This is different from the “just so stories” one 

too often finds in social scientists’ cross-sectional compara-

tive statics. As for how: That also is simple – just spend 

many hours in the archives. 

 


